
Name: Patrick Edwards

Height: 5-9 

Weight: 175

School Houston

Year: Junior

Date: 11/5/2010

Opponent: UCF

Score: 33-40

Location: Houston

Surface Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperat

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Wide Receiver Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 74.5

Target: 14

Missed Target: 2

Drops: 1

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 10

Rec After Contact: 2

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 2E+02

Yards After Catch: 31

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 3

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 11

Routes Score: 24

Receiving Score: 22

Elusiveness Score 2

BHandling Score: 6
Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 3

Vision Score: 1

Power Score: 2 Durability Score: 2

Category Scores

Gets appropriate route depth - 4pts: Yes

Works back to the quarterback - 2pts: No

Breaks back to the football - 4pts: Yes

Awareness of sideline - 2pts: Yes

Sinks hips into breaks - 5pts: Yes

Finds soft area of zone coverage - 3pts: Yes

Doesn't tip off routes - 3pts: Yes

Sets up breaks - 2pts: No

Uses body to shield defender from pass - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball with hands away from body - 5pts: Yes

Adjusts body to the flight of the ball - 1pt: Yes

Catches ball w/back to the line of scrimmage-1pt: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage - 3pts: Yes

Catches ball after contact - 5pts: Yes

Catches ball cleanly - 7pts: Yes

Makes difficult catches - 1pt: No

Gets head around and hands up quickly out of the break - 3pts: No

Uses hands to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Uses feet effectively to release from press - 5pts: Yes

Separation on intermediate/deep routes - 1pt: Yes

Carries ball under correct arm - 1pt.: Yes

Demonstrates ball security - 2pts.: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit - 3pts.: Yes

Lower body jukes - 1pt: Yes

Upper body jukes - 1pt: No

Avoids direct shots - 1pt: Yes

Can string moves together in space - 1pt: No

Makes sharp lateral cuts - 1pt: No

Diagnoses blocking assignments correctly - 1pt: Yes

Effective cut block technique - 0.5pt: No

Good hand placement on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Can deliver a punch on stand up block - 0.5pt: Yes

Mirrors/moves feet effectively on stand up blocks - 0.5pt: Yes

Good decisions - 2pts: No

Patience - 1pt: Yes

Open field - 2pts: No

Leg power, drives through arm tackles - 2pts: No

Effective stiff arm - 1pt: No

Runs behind pad/Has good pad level - 1pt: Yes

Second effort/keeps legs moving after contact - 1pt: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play thus far in college career - 2pts: No

Without chronic injuries throughout college career (Two or more injuries to same body part) - 2pts: Yes

Without injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career - 2pts: No

Routes
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Name: Patrick Edwards Date: 11/5/2010 Opponent: UCF

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Edwards is a smaller receiver with a good burst and consistent hands. He has the burst to get behind cornerbacks and get yardage in chunks when he's in the open field. He 
makes the effort as a blocker and demonstrates good technique with his punch, feet, and hands to sustain blocks as long as his size and strength will allow. I'm impressed with 
how he adjusts his vertical routes to use the sideline in coverage. He also understands how work turn contact against the defender I the route to gain separation. He's a downhill 
style runner after the catch. I think his potential is a little higher than his grade because I didn't see him have to set up routes, work back to the quarterback, or attempt a 
difficult catch.
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Edwards is a short and light player for the position by NFL standards. Although he makes the effort as a blocker he doesn't have the strength to conssitently sustain blocks. He 
isn't a huge factor after the catch in tight coverage because he lacks the strength to generate a push after the initial contact. Although he catches the ball with his hands he 
didn't consistently get his hands away from his body to make plays at the first window of opportunity to snare the football. His tendency to catch the ball at the later windows of 
opportunity rather than the earlier windows is a concern.He dropped a sideline curl late in the game that could have put Houston in scoring position because he didn't use his 
hands to attack the football. I thought Edwards was too tentative of a decision maker in the open field or on designed runs. If his first option isn't available he doesn't use 
enough of his quickness and lateral agility to create openings and he doesn't take away angles of defenders when they are close to him. Althiough there were some route 
techniques I didn't get to see due to the flow of the game, even if Edwards is adept at these things, I don't see him becoming anything more than a complementary receiver in 
multiple receiver sets at the NFL level. He simply lacks the physicality and lateral agility to earn a starting role in the NFL.
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Edwards demosntrated a nice burst from the slot of a three receiver bunch set on 3rd and 15 with 3:11 in the half. He got open down the seam, but the QB didn't have time to 
target him. Edwards' first touchdown was a 33-yard post route where he was split wide left of the formation and ran a post route with enough speed to get behind the CB and 
the safety. He caught the ball over his inside shoulder in the end zone for the score.  Edwards' fourth target drew a pass interference penalty on the defense on 1st and 10 with 
11:19 in the third quarter. Edwards was the lone receiver on the left side of the formation in single coverage in a 2x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards got outside the CB 
playing tight man, but the defender held onto Edwards about 30 yards downfield and drew the penalty. Edwards was behind the defender early in the route. It was not much of 
an interference call, but Edwards played it up effectively, too.  His next target was a 16-yard catch on 3rd and 8 with 10:14 in the thrid quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel 
shotgun set. Edwards was split to the left versus tight man as the sole receiver to that side. Edwards ran a deeper cross to the middle of the field and did a good job of dipping 
his outside shoulder and running under the CB's attempt to jam him at the line. He caught the ball underneath the safety for a 16-yard gain and a first down. He tried to turn 
outside the safety after the catch, but he was wrapped and thrown down almost immediately after the catch. Edwards' second score came on  a 3rd and 8 pass of 32 yards from 
a 10 personnel, 3x1 shotgun set with Edwards fasking tight man as the sole receiver split left. When the ball was snapped, the CB blitzed and left Edwards one-on-one with the 
safety over top. Edwards was too fast for the safety who tried to stay step for step and make contact with the WR. When this happened, the safety fell down and Edwards made 
an easy basket catch to his chest in the endzone.  Edwards did a good job of keeping his inside arm close to his body as the defender tried to arm bar him. The lack of resistance 
Edwards gave with his arm was a reason the safety lost his balance and Edwards had an easly catch. Instead of pushing the safety who leaned into him, Edwards brought his 
arm into and then behind his body once he felt the resistance and the safety lost his footing. Very good play. His final catch was a 3rd and 4 touchdown pass of 36 yards with 
5:50 left. He drew single coverage split wide left in a 10 personnel, 2x2 formation. The CB played tight to the line and Edwards made a good inside-out release to get up the 
sideline. He made the catch over his inside shoulder, trapping the ball to his body while fading away from the defender at the last moment to create horizontal separation. He 
gained the final five yards and angled the ball over the pylon as he was pushed out of bounds. Good presence of mind on the play. Edwards used his hands well to work off the 
jam on by swatting the corner's arms down as he took an outside release on 2nd and 10 with 1:39 left in the game. However, he was pinned to the sideline early on the route 
and forced out of bounds. Not sure why he would take that outside release in this situation.
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Edwards' first target was on 2nd and 1 from a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver set as the receiver split wide left fo the formation against off man coverage. He ran a short hitch of 2-3 
steps, turned back to the QB, and caught the ball with his hands just as he was hit in the back, wrapped, and then thrown down by the cornerback. He gained two yards and a 
first down with 4:50 in the first quarter.  His next target was a 16-yard catch on 3rd and 8 with 10:14 in the thrid quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards was 
split to the left versus tight man as the sole receiver to that side. Edwards ran a deeper cross to the middle of the field and did a good job of dipping his outside shoulder and 
running under the CB's attempt to jam him at the line. He caught the ball underneath the safety for a 16-yard gain and a first down. He tried to turn outside the safety after the 
catch, but he was wrapped and thrown down almost immediately after the catch. Good job finding the void of the zone over the middle and presenting a good target for his QB. 
He did a good job of finding the open void about 25 yards downfield and breaking underneath it on a in-cut with 1:10 in the third quarter. He made the catch with his hands, 
took two hits and turned upfield for another three yards. His final catch was a 3rd and 4 touchdown pass of 36 yards with 5:50 left. He drew single coverage split wide left in a 
10 personnel, 2x2 formation. The CB played tight to the line and Edwards made a good inside-out release to get up the sideline. He made the catch over his inside shoulder, 
trapping the ball to his body while fading away from the defender at the last moment to create horizontal separation. He gained the final five yards and angled the ball over the 
pylon as he was pushed out of bounds. Good presence of mind on the play. Although he got separation versus off man on a deep sideline curl late in the game, he could have 
done a better job with the break. He sank his hips but really didn't get his chin over his knees and make as sharp of a break as he could have.
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Edwards' first target was on 2nd and 1 from a 10 personnel 2x2 receiver set as the receiver split wide left fo the formation against off man coverage. He ran a short hitch of 2-3 
steps, turned back to the QB, and caught the ball with his hands just as he was hit in the back, wrapped, and then thrown down by the cornerback. He gained two yards and a 
first down with 4:50 in the first quarter. Edwards' second target was a 1st and 10 pass with 8:45 in the half resulting in a loss of five yards. Edwards motioned from slot left 
from a 10 personnel 2x2 shotgun set. As he reached the formation the center snapped the ball. The QB pitched the ball with a shuttle pass to Edwards to right end. However the 
UCF RDE got strong penetration two yards into the backfield at the edge. This forced Edwards to stop and try to cut back, but the LB on that side contained the gap and forced 
Edwards to dance around until he was dropped for a loss of five. Edwards' first touchdown was a 33-yard post route where he was split wide left of the formation and ran a post 
route with enough speed to get behind the CB and the safety. He caught the ball over his inside shoulder in the end zone for the score. He caught the ball with his hands in front 
of his chest on the run. Edwards' fourth target drew a pass interference penalty on the defense on 1st and 10 with 11:19 in the third quarter. Edwards was the lone receiver on 
the left side of the formation in single coverage in a 2x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards got outside the CB playing tight man, but the defender held onto Edwards about 30 
yards downfield and drew the penalty. Two plays later on 2nd and 8 with 10:55 in the third quarter, Edwards caught a quick hitch as the receiver split wide left from a 10 
personnel, 2x2 shotgun set versus off man. He took three steps and turned inside, catching the ball with his hands as two corners converged on him in the left flat; one over 
top, and one from the inside. Edwards tried to fake outside and then split the two, but he was wrapped immediately for no gain after the catch. His next target was a 16-yard 
catch on 3rd and 8 with 10:14 in the thrid quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards was split to the left versus tight man as the sole receiver to that side. 
Edwards ran a deeper cross to the middle of the field and did a good job of dipping his outside shoulder and running under the CB's attempt to jam him at the line. He caught 
the ball underneath the safety for a 16-yard gain and a first down. He tried to turn outside the safety after the catch, but he was wrapped and thrown down almost immediately 
after the catch. Edwards showed good concentration to catch a tipped pass at the line of scrimmage while on the run on 2nd and 13 with 9:28 in the third quarter. Edwards ran 
a shallow cross from left to right and the tipped pass dropped into Edwards hands. The WR did a good job of quickly turning to the ball and snaring it without losing speed 
around the corner. He turned into the right flat and took it 13 yards up the sideline, veering out of bounds after getting the first down. Edwards lost a yard on a 2nd and 7 pass 
with 8:47 in the third quarter. He caught the ball on  smash screen from wide left, but the UCF defense did a good job reading the play. The MLB dropped Edwards almost 
immediately after the catch. Edwards second score came on the next play, a 3rd and 8 pass of 32 yards from a 10 personnel, 3x1 shotgun set with Edwards fasking tight man as 
the sole receiver split left. When the ball was snapped, the CB blitzed and left Edwards one-on-one with the safety over top. Edwards was too fast for the safety who tried to 
stay step for step and make contact with the WR. When this happened, the safety fell down and Edwards made an easy basket catch to his chest in the endzone.  Good job 
finding the void of the zone over the middle and presenting a good target for his QB. He did a good job of finding the open void about 25 yards downfield and breaking 
underneath it on a in-cut with 1:10 in the third quarter. He made the catch with his hands, took two hits and turned upfield for another three yards. Very quick hands on a 
shallow cross to get them up to his helmet and catch the ball. He does need to bring his hands up earlier because he nearly upper cut the ball and this can result in 
tipped/dropped passes. He made a clean catch on this play and turned up the right flat for 11 yards, tucking the ball under his sideline (right) arm and dipping inside a hit just 
enough to get the first down an a few more yards on 2nd and 9 with 10:14 left. Edwards was targeted on 2nd and 1 with 6:50 left from a 1x1 12 personnel set on a deep post, 
but the pass was over thrown and Edwards was bracketed well on the play as well. His final catch was a 3rd and 4 touchdown pass of 36 yards with 5:50 left. He drew single 
coverage split wide left in a 10 personnel, 2x2 formation. The CB played tight to the line and Edwards made a good inside-out release to get up the sideline. He made the catch 
over his inside shoulder, trapping the ball to his body while fading away from the defender at the last moment to create horizontal separation. He gained the final five yards and 
angled the ball over the pylon as he was pushed out of bounds. Good presence of mind on the play. He was overthrown on a zone route from a stack concept to the left side 
with 1:10 left. He dropped a sideline curl because he used the wrong hand position to attempt to haul in the pass. He had his hands in position to catch the ball over his front 
shoulder rather than try to attack the ball ahead of him with his hands in front of his body. His tendency to catch the ball at the later windows of opportunity rather than the 
earlier windows is a concern.
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 On 2nd and 8 with 10:55 in the third quarter, Edwards caught a quick hitch as the receiver split wide left from a 10 personnel, 2x2 shotgun set versus off man. He took three 
steps and turned inside, catching the ball with his hands as two corners converged on him in the left flat; one over top, and one from the inside. Edwards tried to fake outside 
and then split the two, but he was wrapped immediately for no gain after the catch.  He needs to try to be more dynamic with his initial first move to help create a cut back lane 
in the open field. Otherwise, he's just dancing tentatively and inviting defenders with a good angle on him to get closer without breaking down. He did something similar on the 
jet sweep to right end off a shuttle pass in the first half where he lost five yards on the play. Although the defense contained the play well, Edwards was tentative after his first 
path failed. Very quick hands on a shallow cross to get them up to his helmet and catch the ball. He does need to bring his hands up earlier because he nearly upper cut the ball 
and this can result in tipped/dropped passes. He made a clean catch on this play and turned up the right flat for 11 yards, tucking the ball under his sideline (right) arm and 
dipping inside a hit just enough to get the first down an a few more yards on 2nd and 9 with 10:14 left. He's more of a one cut, one move type of runner with the ball. He likes 
to get downhill quickly.
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 On 2nd and 8 with 10:55 in the third quarter, Edwards caught a quick hitch as the receiver split wide left from a 10 personnel, 2x2 shotgun set versus off man. He took three 
steps and turned inside, catching the ball with his hands as two corners converged on him in the left flat; one over top, and one from the inside. Edwards tried to fake outside 
and then split the two, but he was wrapped immediately for no gain after the catch.  He needs to try to be more dynamic with his initial first move to help create a cut back lane 
in the open field. Otherwise, he's just dancing tentatively and inviting defenders with a good angle on him to get closer without breaking down. Good job tucking the ball under 
his left arm on this play in the left flat. Edwards showed good concentration to catch a tipped pass at the line of scrimmage while on the run on 2nd and 13 with 9:28 in the 
third quarter. Edwards ran a shallow cross from left to right and the tipped pass dropped into Edwards hands. The WR did a good job of quickly turning to the ball and snaring it 
without losing speed around the corner. He turned into the right flat and took it 13 yards up the sideline, veering out of bounds after getting the first down.Edwards did not 
carry the ball under his sideline (right) arm as he secured the ball. Very quick hands on a shallow cross to get them up to his helmet and catch the ball. He does need to bring 
his hands up earlier because he nearly upper cut the ball and this can result in tipped/dropped passes. He made a clean catch on this play and turned up the right flat for 11 
yards, tucking the ball under his sideline (right) arm and dipping inside a hit just enough to get the first down an a few more yards on 2nd and 9 with 10:14 left. His final catch 
was a 3rd and 4 touchdown pass of 36 yards with 5:50 left. He drew single coverage split wide left in a 10 personnel, 2x2 formation. The CB played tight to the line and 
Edwards made a good inside-out release to get up the sideline. He made the catch over his inside shoulder, trapping the ball to his body while fading away from the defender at 
the last moment to create horizontal separation. He gained the final five yards and angled the ball over the pylon as he was pushed out of bounds. Good presence of mind on 
the play.
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 His next target was a 16-yard catch on 3rd and 8 with 10:14 in the thrid quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards was split to the left versus tight man as the 
sole receiver to that side. Edwards ran a deeper cross to the middle of the field and did a good job of dipping his outside shoulder and running under the CB's attempt to jam 
him at the line. He caught the ball underneath the safety for a 16-yard gain and a first down. He tried to turn outside the safety after the catch, but he was wrapped and thrown 
down almost immediately after the catch.
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Very good effort on 1st and 10 with 4:45 in the first quarter to attack the CB in off man coverage, rolling his hips and uppercutting with his punch to the defenders' chest with 
his block. He did a good job of turning the defender's back to the far sideline, away from the run, and sustaining the effort until the whistle. On a six-yard gain with 3:42 in the 
first quarter, Edwards veered inside and delivered a punch to the chest of the off man CB. Edwards repeatedly made the effort to get in front of his assigned cornerback on 
running plays and he would get his hands into the chest of these defenders. However, he lacks the size to consistently sustain blocks and he was routinely pushed aside as the 
ball carrier approached their side of the field. He did a very nice job sustaining a block about 20 yards downfield, turning the CB to the inside on his teammates run to the 
outside for 36 yards to open the third quarter. The effort is clearly there and his ability to get his hands into the right position and deliver a punch does help.
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 Edwards' second target was a 1st and 10 pass with 8:45 in the half resulting in a loss of five yards. Edwards motioned from slot left from a 10 personnel 2x2 shotgun set. As he 
reached the formation the center snapped the ball. The QB pitched the ball with a shuttle pass to Edwards to right end. However the UCF RDE got strong penetration two yards 
into the backfield at the edge. This forced Edwards to stop and try to cut back, but the LB on that side contained the gap and forced Edwards to dance around until he was 
dropped for a loss of five. The play was well defended, but Edwards needs to be more decisive and just take what he could get by either getting outside and limiting the loss or 
getting down hill after his initial cut back to the inside. On 2nd and 8 with 10:55 in the third quarter, Edwards caught a quick hitch as the receiver split wide left from a 10 
personnel, 2x2 shotgun set versus off man. He took three steps and turned inside, catching the ball with his hands as two corners converged on him in the left flat; one over 
top, and one from the inside. Edwards tried to fake outside and then split the two, but he was wrapped immediately for no gain after the catch.  He needs to try to be more 
dynamic with his initial first move to help create a cut back lane in the open field. Otherwise, he's just dancing tentatively and inviting defenders with a good angle on him to 
get closer without breaking down. His final catch was a 3rd and 4 touchdown pass of 36 yards with 5:50 left. He drew single coverage split wide left in a 10 personnel, 2x2 
formation. The CB played tight to the line and Edwards made a good inside-out release to get up the sideline. He made the catch over his inside shoulder, trapping the ball to 
his body while fading away from the defender at the last moment to create horizontal separation. He gained the final five yards and angled the ball over the pylon as he was 
pushed out of bounds. Good presence of mind on the play.
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 His next target was a 16-yard catch on 3rd and 8 with 10:14 in the thrid quarter from a 3x1, 10 personnel shotgun set. Edwards was split to the left versus tight man as the 
sole receiver to that side. Edwards ran a deeper cross to the middle of the field and did a good job of dipping his outside shoulder and running under the CB's attempt to jam 
him at the line. He caught the ball underneath the safety for a 16-yard gain and a first down. He tried to turn outside the safety after the catch, but he was wrapped and thrown 
down almost immediately after the catch.
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In 2008 against Marshall, Edwards struck an iron cart in the back of the Marshall end snapped the bone in his leg. He had a compound fracture and immediate surgery. It was 
the type of injury that could have happened to anyone based on the location of this cart. His size was not a factor here.
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